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H. M. A. Kolken* and A. A. Zadpoor

The surge of interest in so-called “designer materials” during the last few years together with recent

advances in additive manufacturing (3D printing) techniques that enable fabrication of materials with

arbitrarily complex nano/micro-architecture have attracted increasing attention to the concept of

mechanical metamaterials. Owing to their rationally designed nano/micro-architecture, mechanical

metamaterials exhibit unusual properties at the macro-scale. These unusual mechanical properties

could be exploited for the development of materials with advanced functionalities, with applications

in soft robotics, biomedicine, soft electronics, acoustic cloaking, etc. Auxetic mechanical

metamaterials are identified by a negative Poisson's ratio and are perhaps the most widely

studied type of mechanical metamaterials. Similar to other types of mechanical metamaterials, the

negative Poisson's ratio of auxetics is generally a direct consequence of the topology of their

nano/micro-architecture. This paper therefore focuses on the topology–property relationship in

three main classes of auxetic metamaterials, namely re-entrant, chiral, and rotating (semi-) rigid

structures. While the deformation mechanisms in the above-mentioned types of structures

and their relationship with the large-scale mechanical properties receive most attention, the

emerging concepts in design of auxetics such as the use of instability in soft matter and origami-

based structures are discussed as well. Furthermore, the data available in the literature regarding

the elastic properties of auxetic mechanical metamaterials are systematically analyzed to identify

the spread of Young's modulus–Poisson's ratio duos achieved in the auxetic materials developed

to date.
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1. Introduction

Mechanical metamaterials1,2 have emerged during the last few
years as an exciting paradigm for developments of materials
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Fig. 1 Re-entrant bow-tie structure with q being the re-entrant angle,
h/l being the cell rib length ratio and w being the thickness of the ribs.
(1) In rest. (2) Tensile loading in y-direction.25
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with unusual mechanical properties and advanced functional-
ities. The unusual mechanical properties include negative
Poisson's ratio, negative elasticity and negative compress-
ibility.3 The term “metamaterials” was initially used within the
context of optics and electromagnetism,4–6 but today refers to all
materials engineered to exhibit novel properties not usually
found in nature. The macro-scale properties of metamaterials
originate from their small-scale topology (i.e. nano/micro-
architecture). The small-scale topology of metamaterials can
therefore be designed to obtain specic mechanical or physical
properties.3,7 That is why metamaterials are sometimes referred
to as “designer materials”. Recent advances in additive
manufacturing (AM) have enabled the fabrication of structures
with arbitrarily complex nano/micro-architecture, which has
attracted increasing attention to the concept of mechanical
metamaterials.3,8

Study of the relationship between the small-scale topology
and macro-scale mechanical properties of mechanical meta-
materials is therefore highly relevant. In this paper, we will
review several decades of research on topology–property rela-
tionship in a specic class of mechanical metamaterials
collectively referred to as auxetic materials. The term “auxetics”
was introduced by Evans in 1991.9 It is derived from the Greek
word “auxetikos” and refers to “what tends to increase”.10

Stretching a piece of auxetic material results in a lateral
expansion instead of contraction. The ratio of lateral contrac-
tion (transverse strain) to that of axial stretch (longitudinal
strain) is named aer Siméon Denis Poisson11 and ranges
between �1.0 and +0.5 for isotropic materials. According to
Greaves et al. (2011), “the Poisson's ratio describes the resis-
tance of a material to distort under mechanical load rather than
to alter in volume”.12 First proof of these negative Poisson's ratio
(NPR) materials dates back to the 1870s,13 while Lakes was the
rst one to intentionally design such a material in 1987.14,15

The existence of natural auxetic materials remains contro-
versial from the perspective of traditional mechanics,16 but some
researchers have reported the auxetic behavior in cancellous
bone, living cow skin, tendons, certain minerals and some
zeolites.17–23 Their Poisson's ratio was found to originate from its
geometry or microstructure and the way it deforms under
uniaxial loading.24 The latter, so-called deformation mechanism
can operate at any scale, due to the Poisson's ratio being scale-
independent. This allows NPR materials to be classied by
their geometry or deformation mechanism(s).24–27 Three well-
established basic structures can be identied, which aid in the
explanation of these mechanisms: re-entrant structures, chiral
structures, and rotating rigid structures.27 Other mechanisms
exist as well, but fall beyond the scope of this review. Examples
include the triangular network of shock-absorbers, which axially
deform and maintain their relative angles,28 as well as the
inherently auxetic double-helix yarn presented by Miller et al.
(2009), which deforms through a reversal of the stiff, outer wrap
and the more compliant, thicker core.29

Auxetic structures have since been widely applied in the
development of novel products, such as running shoes, shape
memory foams, and bioprostheses.30–32 This is not only for their
unusual mechanical response, but auxetics also offer a route to
5112 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 5111–5129
attaining extreme values of other material properties, like
a higher indentation resistance, shear resistance, energy
absorption, hardness and fracture toughness.16,24,30,33 The ability
to design a material with a structure that exhibits a desired set of
mechanical properties, including a negative Poisson's ratio, has
led to the development of auxetic mechanical metamaterials.

In what follows, we will present an overview of the auxetic
structures. We will compare the mechanical properties of
different auxetic structures to indicate which topological
features give rise to certain types of mechanical behavior. The
mechanical properties of different geometries of auxetic struc-
tures will be presented according to their deformation mecha-
nism(s). The paper has therefore been divided into three main
sections, each handling a different set of deformation mecha-
nism(s), named aer the corresponding basic structure. Special
attention has been paid to the geometrical parameters of the
structures, and their role in attaining a negative Poisson's ratio.
2. Re-entrant structures

Re-entrant refers to something “directed inward” or having
a negative angle,34 which directly applies to the ribs of the “bow-
tie” honeycomb in Fig. 1.25 The deformation of re-entrant
structures is dominated by the re-alignment of cell ribs
(hinging), although deection and axial deformation (stretch-
ing) of the cell ribs are also among the mechanisms responsible
for the auxetic behavior.35,36
2.1 Foams

The development of intentionally designed auxetic materials
dates back to 1987,14,15 when Lakes proposed his foam trans-
formation procedure. This process involved the transformation
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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Fig. 2 Deformation profile of (1) non-auxetic material and (2) auxetic
material.25
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of conventional, open-cell thermoplastic foams to foams that
exhibit re-entrant structures. The foam was triaxially
compressed (compression factor of between 1.4 and 4) in
a mold and subsequently heated to a temperature slightly above
its soening temperature. The mold was then cooled to room
temperature, aer which the foam could be extracted to
undergo relaxation.14 This procedure will transform conven-
tional polyhedral unit cells into their re-entrant siblings, where
the cell ribs of each cell permanently protrude inward. Triaxial
compression during the foaming process enables the trans-
formation of thermosetting foams,37 whereas sequential triaxial
plastic compression is used to obtain re-entrant metallic
foams.14,37

In 1997, Chan & Evans proposed a multi-stage heating and
compression method for production of large auxetic foam
blocks.38 Recently, Quadrini et al. (2015) proposed a fabrication
method for auxetic epoxy foams based on solid state foaming.39

Unlike Lakes' transformation method, this process leaves the
cell structure intact.39 Unfortunately, the resulting materials are
usually anisotropic, making it hard to determine a relationship
between the elastic constants. Several experiments have there-
fore been performed to examine the properties of various foam
specimens.37,40–46

Shortly aer Lakes's introduction, Friis et al. (1988) studied
transformed polymeric and metallic foams.37 All foams were
found to exhibit a negative Poisson's ratio and smaller elastic
moduli as compared to the initial foaming material.37 This can
be explained by the presence of buckled ribs in the auxetic
foams, which are far easier to deform.40 Subsequently, the
resulting foams appear to be more resilient in all three
orthogonal directions, showing a nearly linear stress–strain
relation up to 40% strain.14,37 Other studies demonstrated the
non-linear dependency of the Poisson's ratio on axial
strain.40,42,43 This can be explained by the alignment of cell ribs
at large strains, inducing multiple deformation mechanisms.
The Poisson's ratio reached a relative minimum of �0.7 for
polymeric foams at 2–5% strain42 and�0.8 for metallic foams at
0.1% strain.43

Most of the differences between conventional and auxetic
foams have been attributed to a change in the cell geometry,
governed by the volumetric compression ratio.45 Increasing the
volumetric compression ratio gives rise to a relative minimum
in Poisson's ratio, a decrease in Young's modulus (by a factor of
2)40,45 and an increase in shear modulus41 and toughness.42,43

However, polymeric foam in tensionmay experience an increase
in Young's modulus at high volumetric compression ratios due
to cell rib adhesion or interference.45

Indentation tests performed by Lakes & Elms (2000) revealed
that re-entrant foams have higher yield strengths and energy
absorptions than conventional foams of identical original
density.44 The reconversion of a returned shape memory foam
into a second auxetic phase even enhanced the energy dissi-
pation.46 Fig. 2 schematically illustrates the response of auxetic
materials when subjected to indentation.25

Besides the thermo-mechanical conversion processes used
in the above experiments, several chemo-mechanical processes
have been proposed to avoid high temperatures and improve
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
product quality. Grima et al. (2009) placed their triaxially
compressed PU foam in acetone for an hour, aer which it was
air-dried in its compressed state.47 The resulting foam showed
similar properties to those obtained from the thermo-
mechanical process, and could be re-converted to conven-
tional foam using the same organic solvent.47 Li et al. (2016)
recently introduced the use of CO2 as a processing agent,
eliminating the need for a volatile organic solvent.48 CO2

strongly reacts with polymers possessing electron-donating
groups, like the styrene acrylonitrile copolymer (SAN) found in
PU foams, and enhances the polymer chain mobility, which
signicantly reduces the glass transition temperature. The
process, involving the compression of a foam specimen into
a CO2 fed pressure reactor, can therefore be executed at ambient
temperatures.48 Aer equilibrium, the pressure can be released
and the SAN particles resume their glassy state, xing the
inwardly buckled structure.48 This process is not only efficient,
economical and environmentally benign, it also realizes the
large scale manufacturing of auxetic foams exhibiting a strain-
independent Poisson's ratio (up till 50% strain).48

Several theoretical models were created to analyze and
predict the mechanical properties of auxetic foams. Two-
dimensional hexagonal honeycombs were initially used to
model the behavior of conventional foams, as proposed by
Gibson & Ashby (1988).49 A re-entrant three-dimensional elon-
gated dodecahedron was later used to adequately model
a foam.50 Choi & Lakes (1995) used a strain energy technique45

and later included rotation due to plastic hinge formation,51

while previous models solely focused on the deection of cell
ribs. Masters & Evans (1996) nally combined all three defor-
mation mechanisms to form a general model in 2D.35

Broken cell ribs were observed in processed foams by Smith
et al. (2000), who proposed a two-dimensional missing rib foam
model.36 The model was found to be superior to the existing
two-dimensional models in predicting the strain-dependent
Poisson's ratio.

According to Grima et al. (2005), neither of the above-
mentioned structural modications has been experimentally
justied as the main initiator of the auxetic effect.52 They
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 5111–5129 | 5113
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therefore proposed a model that is based on the hypothesis that
major deformations take place along the length of the ribs,
whereas the geometry at the joints and the topology of the
system are conserved. The rigid joints are proposed to behave
like rigid triangles, which will rotate relative to each other to
generate the auxetic effect (see Section 4.2).52 Although pre-
sented as the predominant mechanism underlying the auxetic
effect, they properly state that other mechanisms, like the ones
presented above, may work in parallel.52
2.2 Honeycombs

A honeycomb usually refers to the regular array of prismatic
hexagonal cells of the bee. This section will, however, deal with
auxetic honeycombs, referring to any array of identical re-
entrant cells which nest together to ll a plane or 3D space
and exhibit a negative Poisson's ratio.

2.2.1 Re-entrant hexagonal honeycombs. A typical re-
entrant structure has been presented in Fig. 1, formerly
known as the re-entrant hexagonal honeycomb.25 These unit
cells have been used to model the deformation of auxetic
foams,35 which aer extrapolation may explain the behavior of
the foam as a whole.

While regular hexagonal cells show in-plane isotropy, re-
entrant hexagonal cells were found to be highly anisotropic.35

They do, however, offer increased transverse Young's moduli
and shear moduli as compared to regular hexagonal honey-
combs.53 The transverse shear modulus showed signicant
dependence on the rib slenderness ratio (w/l), approaching the
upper bound at small rib slenderness ratios.54

The effect of density variations on the in-plane Poisson's
ratios and Young's moduli of conventional and re-entrant
honeycombs was studied by Whitty et al. (2002).55 Their Finite
Element (FE) models showed excellent agreement with the
experimental values presented by Alderson et al. (2000).56 A
reduction in vertical rib thickness was shown to reduce the
stiffness, Ey, and Poisson's ratio, nyx, (becomes less negative).55

Since the vertical ribs do not deform when loaded in the x-
direction, they are redundant with respect to the mechanical
properties in the x direction. Reducing the diagonal rib thick-
ness, however, leads to a decrease in the Young's moduli.55 The
in-plane Poisson's ratios both increase in magnitude (become
more negative) when reducing the diagonal rib thickness,
whereas nxy also increases when both thicknesses are simulta-
neously reduced.55 The study conrmed that exing of the
diagonal ribs dominates the deformation once their thickness
is similar or lower than the vertical rib thickness. However,
when subject to a load in the y direction, stretching of the
vertical ribs can become the dominant deformationmechanism
once their thickness is signicantly lower than the diagonal rib
thickness.55

Yang et al. (2003) presented an extension of the homogeni-
zation FE model by Lee et al. (1996),57 applying the Eringen's
micropolar elasticity theory to derive a FE model of the re-
entrant hexagonal honeycomb.58 The degree of auxeticity was
found to be dependent on the re-entrant angle and the cell rib
length ratio h/l (Fig. 1). A relative minimum of �0.99382 was
5114 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 5111–5129
reached with a re-entrant angle of 14.47� and a cell rib length
ratio of 0.5.58 The stiffness of these honeycombs was found to
decrease with the increase of the re-entrant angle, increasing
the structure's auxeticity.57 The auxeticity of this structure was
shown to increase with increasing cell rib length ratio, until it
began to decrease past the optimum value of 0.5.58,59

The above-mentioned geometry parameters have been
applied in a second study, to examine the effects of micropolar
material constants.60 Variation in the micropolar Young's
modulus did not affect the structural Poisson's ratio, whereas
an increase inmicropolar Poisson's ratio led to a decrease in the
structural Poisson's ratio (becomes more negative).60 A relative
minimum (�9.2682) was found when the structural dimension
of the honeycomb became smaller than the characteristic
length.60

Bezazi et al. (2005) slightly changed the conventional cen-
tresymmetric unit cell, with the introduction of base walls.59

The elimination of sharp edges complies with possible
manufacturing constraints and stress concentration effects.
The new design exhibited a signicantly lower NPR compared to
a commercially available centresymmetric version.59 Increasing
the length of the base wall resulted in a lower in-plane stiffness,
and thereby a more exible structure, whereas the Poisson's
ratio remained virtually unmodied. An increase in base angle,
however, caused a signicant increase in NPR.59 Adding
a narrow rib in the re-entrant hexagonal honeycombs was
shown to signicantly improve the Young's modulus.61 A linear
relation could be obtained between the Young's modulus and
Poisson's ratio, by changing the thickness of the added rib
under small strain tension. The Poisson's ratio could even be
tuned to positive values by changing the force constant of the
added rib.61

Many of the above-mentioned studies focused on the
deformation and properties in the elastic range. However, when
used in load bearing applications, large deformations may
occur. A theoretical approach was therefore formulated to
predict negative Poisson's ratios of re-entrant hexagonal
honeycombs, based on the large deection model.62 According
to Wan et al. (2004), the Poisson's ratios are non-linearly
dependent on strain at large deformation and vary from posi-
tive to negative in response to the geometrical changes pre-
sented by Yang et al. (2003).58,62

Whereas classical continuum theory predicts auxetic mate-
rials to have enhanced shear properties, a study by Fu et al. (2016)
shows that this strongly depends on the geometry of the cell
structures.63 The non-linear shear modulus of re-entrant hexag-
onal honeycombs was found to increase with the re-entrant angle
and decrease with the increase of cell rib length ratio.63

Re-entrant hexagonal honeycombs have been successfully
applied in the fabrication of lters with enhanced defouling
properties and a Poisson's ratio of �1.82.56 Others used so
lithography for the micro-production of re-entrant hexagonal
honeycombs, reaching a Poisson's ratio of �1.08.64 Mizzi et al.
(2015) used a fairly new, but promising perforation method to
emulate the re-entrant honeycomb mechanism. The resulting
structure, made with I-shaped slits, not only exhibits a large
initial NPR, but also remains highly auxetic at large strains.65
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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2.2.2 Other re-entrant honeycombs. Besides the typical re-
entrant hexagonal honeycomb, several other geometries have
been shown to deform according to the re-entrant mechanism.
A numerical topology optimization method has led to the
discovery of an auxetic arrowhead structure (Fig. 3A).66

Depending on the conguration of the arrowhead, compression
will initiate the collapse of the triangles resulting in a transverse
contraction. The structure was designed to exhibit a Poisson's
ratio of �0.8, but was eventually measured to have an NPR of
�0.92 for small strains.66

The missing rib foam model introduced two auxetic geom-
etries referred to as the Lozenge grid and the square grid
(Fig. 3B).36 Both structures exhibited an in-plane negative
Poisson's ratio, with relative minima at �0.43 and �0.6
respectively.67

Since the re-entrant hexagonal honeycomb can be consid-
ered as a structure made from “arrow-shaped building blocks”,
the auxetic potential of other such periodic structures was
explored by Grima et al. (2005).26 When the arrows are con-
nected in such a way that their arms form “stars”, structures
with rotational symmetry of order n ¼ 3, 4 and 6 may be built
(forming STAR-3, -4 and -6 systems, respectively) (Fig. 3C).
Opening of the stars under uniaxial loading drives the auxetic
effect, whereas the stiffness is governed by the applied force
constants.26 The STAR-3 systems were found to exhibit both
auxetic and conventional behaviors depending on the magni-
tude of the applied force constants, with Poisson's ratios
ranging from 0.872 to�0.163.26 The STAR-4 and STAR-6 systems
Fig. 3 Re-entrant honeycomb structures. (A) Arrowhead.66 (B)
Lozenge grid and square grid (from top to bottom).67(C) 3-STAR, 4-
STAR and 6-STAR systems (from top to bottom).26

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
exhibited on-axis auxeticity for most combinations of force
constants, with relative minima of �0.845 and �0.451, respec-
tively.26 Despite the “lower” on-axis NPR, the STAR-4 systems
were found to be “less” auxetic than STAR-6 systems due to their
anisotropic nature.26

An extension of the concept of re-entrant structures was
explored with the introduction of an elastic instability.68 This
instability was shown to induce a reversible, buckling-driven
pattern transformation at a critical value of the applied
compressive strain. The studied system comprised a molded
elastomeric square lattice with circular holes, which aer the
critical strain value transformed into mutually orthogonal
ellipses.68 The observed deformation shows both re-entrant and
rotational mechanisms, approaching the deformation found in
the perforated systems studied by Grima et al. (2010)69 (Section
4.1). This critical eigenmode was found to decrease the system's
Poisson's ratio until it nally reached an asymptotic negative
minimum.68 The results suggest that maximum auxeticity can
be reached for samples with the highest possible void fraction
(i.e. �0.904 for F ¼ 0.70).68 The same research group investi-
gated the effects of pore shape and porosity on the structural
response.70 The pore shape was found to effectively alter the
lateral contraction and compaction of the structure under
uniaxial compression.70 Where microscopic instabilities lead to
a signicant increase in compaction for the A- and B-type voids
(Fig. 4A and B), macroscopic instabilities were found to induce
a buckling mode with a signicantly lower area change and
positive Poisson's ratio in structures with C-type voids
(Fig. 4C).70 The B-type voids initiated the greatest auxetic
response, whereas the structure with A-type voids showed the
highest stiffness.70 Changing the porosity of the structure was
also found to considerably alter the stiffness, critical buckling
strain, Poisson's ratio and compaction properties of the struc-
ture.70 Another study explored the inuence of initial architec-
ture on the overall buckling behavior, by varying the periodic
distribution of circular holes.71 Circular holes were placed on
the vertices of square, triangular, trihexagonal, and rhombi-
trihexagonal tessellations to form periodic porous structures.
All structures exhibited the aforementioned buckling-induced
pattern transformation beyond the critical strain value.71 The
latter two were found to buckle into a reversible chiral pattern,
with an asymptotic incremental Poisson's ratio of �0.78 and
�0.75, respectively.71 This behavior will occur once the structure
is preloaded beyond the instability point, with a minimum NPR
of �0.39 found for the triangular-based structure and
a maximum NPR of �0.95 for the square lattice.71

Inspired by the buckling-induced elastic and elastoplastic
metamaterials of the Bertoldi group, Ghaedizadeh et al. (2016)
developed a general approach to designing auxetic metallic
metamaterials undergoing large plastic deformations.72

However, with the application of a metallic base material, the
square lattice lost its auxetic behavior, which was attributed to
the localization of plastic collapse in the representative volume
element.72 Moving a small portion of the connecting ribs to the
proximity of the connecting joints and altering the geometry of
the microstructure resulted in a specic deformation pattern
that led to auxetic behavior. The Poisson's ratio remained
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 5111–5129 | 5115
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Fig. 4 Void shapes in 2D soft materials. (A) Exhibiting the highest stiffness. (B) Exhibiting the biggest auxetic response. (C) Showing the least
compaction with positive Poisson's ratio.70
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relatively constant (around �0.90) while changing the elasto-
plastic properties of the base material.72 Without the afore-
mentioned alterations, the auxetic behavior of conventional
square lattices may be restored through enhancement of the
plastic-hardening ratio.72
2.3 Three-dimensional re-entrant structures

Despite its excellent production of simple auxetic foams, Lakes'
conversion method14,15 does not enable the tuning of properties
and unit cell geometry. Many researchers have therefore build
their 3D re-entrant structures using additive manufacturing
techniques, to ensure repeatability. Yang et al. (2012) manu-
factured a Ti–6A1–4V idealized re-entrant structure using Elec-
tron Beam Melting (EBM) (comparable to Fig. 5A).73 EBM is
a powder-based printing process in which an electron beam is
used to selectively melt powder particles. Aer building each
layer, the powder bed is lowered and a fresh layer of material
(i.e. powder) is added. In such powder bed fusion systems, the
parts may later be sintered or fused layer by layer to create the
nal structure.74,75 The study showed that the compressive
strength of highly auxetic structures could be many times
higher than those of conventional foams.73 By maintaining the
relative density of the structure and making its Poisson's ratio
more negative, a higher strength and stiffness can be ach-
ieved.73 Bückmann et al. (2012) successfully fabricated the same
kind of structure using direct laser writing optical lithography.76
Fig. 5 (A) A typical re-entrant structure made of 3D re-entrant
hexagonal unit cells and (B) a 6-hole Bucklicrystal presented by the
Bertoldi group.83

5116 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 5111–5129
Inkjet printing was used to manufacture 3D idealized polymeric
re-entrant structures.77 This liquid-based AM technique involves
the on demand dispensing of curable polymer.74,78,79 All samples
exhibited a negative Poisson's ratio at small strain, with �1.18
being the lowest value recorded.77

The auxeticity of a unit cell structure with re-entrant hollow
skeleton was found to increase with an increased re-entrant
angle.80 Similar to 2D re-entrant honeycombs, a variation in
geometric variables will enable the tuning of the unit cell's
Poisson's ratio within isotropic limits. The Poisson's ratio of
this structure reached a relative minimum of �0.84.80 The same
behavior was observed in the 3D star shaped structure of Shokri
Rad et al. (2015).81 For re-entrant angles between 20� and 45�,
the model exhibited an increasing NPR in all directions.81 The
Young's modulus and density were found to decrease once the
structure became “less” re-entrant, in accordance with the study
by Yang et al. (2012).73,81

Unlike most theoretical models, the above structures contain
stiff cell walls and stiff joints that will initiate buckling at large
deformations. Dual-material auxetic metamaterials (DMAMs)
aim to deliver what theoretical models assume, stiff cell walls
and elastic joints. Wang et al. (2015) modeled and built 3D
auxetic structures using dual-material PolyJet technology.82 This
technology simultaneously prints two types of materials in the
same part. The controlled deformation at the elastic joints
prevents the stiff walls from buckling, which keeps the Pois-
son's ratio relatively stable (at�0.04) as the strain increases past
the “run-in” phase of 0–5% strain (3 ¼ 0.2).82 This behavior can
be improved during the run-in phase by the use of relatively
stiffer material at the elastic joints, which also yields a higher
equivalent Young's modulus.82 The same effects can be achieved
by increasing the length fraction of the stiff sections. Since
these changes do not affect the Poisson's ratio aer the “run-in”
phase, the Young's modulus can be tuned independently.82

The buckling-induced pattern transformation seen in 2D
so structures has been extended to 3D in the form of “Buck-
licrystals” (Fig. 5B).83 This term refers to the periodic arrange-
ment of patterned spherical shells, which in response to
a stimulus undergo an isotropic volume reduction.83,84 For this
to happen, all ligaments should undergo a uniform rst buck-
ling mode. This implies patterns comprising of 6, 12, 24, 30,
and 60 holes to be implemented in the building blocks.84 The 6-
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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Fig. 6 Structural changes observed in microporous PTFE undergoing
tensile loading in the x-direction.90 (A) Nearly fully densified state. (B)
Tension in fibrils causes particle displacement. (C) Rotation of the disc-
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hole Bucklicrystal fabricated by Babaee et al. (2013) clearly
showed an isotropic volume reduction, indicating a 3D NPR.83

Given the excellent agreement with experimental measure-
ments, FE simulations were used to model the auxetic behavior
of 6-, 12- and 24-hole Bucklicrystals. The Poisson's ratios
showed a non-linear response to strain: initially starting posi-
tive, but nally reaching a negative plateau at large strains
(�0.4, �0.2 and �0.5, respectively).83 Except for the 6-hole
Bucklicrystal, all crystals retain their transversely symmetric
behavior at large strains (3 ¼ 0.3).83

Inspired by the 2D so metamaterials in Section 3.2.2, Shen
et al. (2014) developed a series of 3D-printed elastomeric NPR
structures based on simple initial geometries.85 The structure
containing simple spherical cells exhibited obvious auxetic
behavior (NPR around �0.40), with a non-linear relation
between the Poisson's ratio and strain.85 A buckling analysis was
done to indicate whether the structure follows a desired defor-
mation mode, this mode was subsequently introduced as an
initial imperfection in the FE model. Changing the magnitude
of this imperfection resulted in a series of simple cubic 3D
auxetic metamaterials in which the auxetic behavior can be
retained over a wide range of strain (3 ¼ 0.3).85

Lim (2016) extended the arrowhead structure proposed by
Larsen et al. (1997)66 to a 3D anisotropic material based on
intersecting double arrowheads.86 It was found that a change in
length ratios of the linkage as well as their subtending angles
could alter the Poisson's ratio signicantly.86 An auxetic struc-
ture in which the Poisson's ratio is of opposite signs on different
planes may very well be tailor-made using the intersecting
double-arrowhead conguration.86

On top of the aforementioned approaches, Rad et al. (2014)
presented a successful analytical and nite element approach
for the modeling of 3D re-entrant structures.87 However, to
enable the application of a model in various loading and
material cases, large deection beam theory should be utilized.
Yang et al. (2015) successfully established such an analytical
model, which was later veried by FE modeling and experi-
ments to be relatively accurate at predicting the performance of
the auxetic structure beyond the elastic limit.88
shaped particles. (D) Fully expanded condition.89
2.4 Microporous polymers

Shortly aer the introduction of Lakes's foam conversion tech-
nique, Caddock et al. (1989) presented the auxetic potential of
expanded polytetrauoroethylene (PTFE).89 Polytetrauoro-
ethylene is usually processed by sintering, but to achieve an
extremely porous microstructure the sinteredmaterial is rapidly
heated and drawn. Subsequent expansion will eventually result
in a microporous material with negative Poisson's ratios.89 The
material was shown to be highly anisotropic, with reported
Poisson's ratios as low as �12.89 A schematic representation of
the microstructure has been shown in Fig. 6, showing an
interconnected network of disc-shaped particles and brils.
Tensile tests were performed to see which microstructural
changes give rise to such a large NPR.89,90 Starting with a nearly
fully densiedmaterial, the brils will cause a rst expansion as
they become taut and translate the particles (Fig. 6B). Secondly,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
the disc-shaped particles will start to rotate leading to the fully
expanded form (Fig. 6C and D). A maximum NPR was observed
at small strain values, primarily caused by the translation of the
particles.89,90 The Poisson's ratio and stiffness were subse-
quently found to increase with strain, upon rotation of the
particles.89,90 These results conrm that expanded PTFE exhibits
auxetic behavior solely because of its microstructure and not
because of any intrinsic mechanical property.

For the production of auxetic ultra-high molecular weight
polyethylene (UHMWPE), three distinct stages can be identied:
compaction of polymer powder, sintering and extrusion
through a die.91 This novel thermoforming route enabled the
reproduction of the nodule-bril microstructure observed in
expanded PTFE.91,92 The theoretical model presented by Evans
et al. (1989)90 was slightly adjusted to t the compression test of
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 5111–5129 | 5117
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Fig. 8 Chiral structures based on hexagonal and re-entrant hexagonal
honeycombs.102 (A) Trichiral honeycomb. (B) Re-entrant trichiral
honeycomb. (C) Anti-trichiral honeycomb. (D) Re-entrant anti-trichiral
honeycombs.
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Neale et al. (1993).93 The model successfully predicted the strain
dependent behavior of the Poisson's ratio up to 4% strain.93 A
Poisson's ratio of�1.24 was measured at small strain in a radial
compression test, indicating a nearly isotropic brillar
network,94 whereas an approximate value of �6 was found for
low modulus extrudates.95 In 2005, a novel processing route was
developed, excluding the extrusion stage and thereby enabling
the production of more complex auxetic parts.92

The same production route was used to attain the auxetic
effect in polypropylene (PP).91 It was concluded that to do this
successfully, one should use a nely divided powder (size up to
300 mm) with a rough particle surface. A relatively small NPR of
�0.22 was obtained, which can be increased by creating more
spherical nodules and increasing the radial expansion during
processing.91

3. Chiral structures

A typical chiral unit comprises a central cylinder encapsulated
in tangentially attached ligaments, which is not superimpos-
able on its mirror image (Fig. 7).96 The described basic unit can
either be constructed right-handed or le-handed, creating
chiral or anti-chiral structures.97 Anti-chiral structures exhibit
reective symmetry, since their nodes are attached on the same
side of the connecting ligaments (Fig. 8C and D).98

The cylinders will rotate under mechanical loading, causing
the ligaments to ex. This results in folding or unfolding of the
ligaments under tensile or compressive loadings, respectively.
Depending on the geometrical features of the structure, this
may result in a negative Poisson's ratio close to �1.98
Fig. 7 Deformation of a hexachiral unit. (1) In rest. (2) Completely
deformed due to folding of the ligaments and rotation of the cylinders
in response to compression in the y-direction.

5118 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 5111–5129
To create periodic chiral structures, one should obey the
constraints of rotational symmetry. The number of ligaments
attached to each node should therefore be equal to the order n
of rotational symmetry.97 Unless this constraint is relaxed, only
ve such structures can exist: trichirals, anti-trichirals, tetra-
chirals, anti-tetrachirals, and hexachirals.97,98 Meta-chiral
structures may be created once this constraint is relaxed.97
3.1 Two-dimensional chiral lattices

Unlike re-entrant cells, the Poisson's ratio of chiral cells is not
dependent on any structural angle. Their ability to “wind” in
upon themselves under compression, allows them to maintain
their Poisson's ratio over a signicant range of strain (25%).99,100

Subsequently, increasing the number of ligaments per node
may increase the stiffness of these cylinder-ligament systems.98

Chiral honeycombs were also found to exhibit higher moduli
than their anti-chiral counterparts having the same number of
ligaments,98 although contradictory results were presented by
Lorato et al. (2010).101 The presence of cylinders tends to
decrease the in-plane stiffness of such structures as compared
to re-entrant hexagonal honeycombs.102

3.1.1 Tri-, tetra- and hexachiral honeycombs. As its name
suggests, a trichiral structure has three ligaments tangentially
attached to each node. Trichiral structures were found to
exhibit positive Poisson's ratios over the full range of model
parameters.98,103 Anti-trichiral structures displayed negative
Poisson's ratios in the short ligament limit (�0.11), due to
cylinder rotation, and positive Poisson's ratios in the long
ligament limit (0.08), due to full-wave exure.98 The NPR was
found to decrease with L/r and ligament thickness ratio and
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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increase with r/R (Fig. 7). The opposite was observed for its
stiffness, except for L/r, which reduces the rigidity of the
structure.98,103 This typical structure possesses a positive Pois-
son's ratio when subject to out-of-plane bending and a negative
Poisson's ratio in response to in-plane deformation.102 The
same study introduced a re-entrant trichiral honeycomb and
a re-entrant anti-trichiral honeycomb (Fig. 8), both of which
displayed negative Poisson's ratios and synclastic curvature
upon out-of-plane bending.102

Logically, nodes in a tetrachiral structure are each connected
by four tangential ligaments. Both chiral and anti-chiral
honeycombs displayed a Poisson's ratios close to �1 accord-
ing to Alderson et al. (2010),98 whereas the tetrachiral honey-
comb was found to be non-auxetic by Mousanezhad et al.
(2016).103 The anti-tetrachiral honeycomb, however, simulta-
neously exhibited anisotropy, auxeticity, and a lower than usual
shear modulus (decreasing with r/R).103 Altering the ligament
lengths along the x- and y-direction may cause large variations
in the Poisson's ratio, whereas equal lengths evoke an isotropic
Poisson's ratio of �1.104 Mizzi et al. (2015) even found values as
low as �13 in sheets with I-shaped perforations, emulating the
anti-tetrachiral mechanism.65 Although always negative, the
Poisson's ratio did show variations in response to changing
ligament ratios. Upon increasing L/r, the NPR and stiffness
remained relatively constant, whereas the Young's modulus
signicantly increased with ligament thickness ratio.98,104 An
increasing NPR was observed with increasing r/R, resulting in
reduced structural rigidity.103 Careful selection of such param-
eters will enable the design of structures with minimum
density, but maximum in-plane stiffness and shear strength
without affecting the Poisson's ratio.104,105

A hexachiral structure possesses hexagonal symmetry, since
each node has six tangentially attached ligaments (Fig. 7). These
honeycombs have been found to display in-plane mechanical
isotropy, with Poisson's ratios close to �1.98,99 The nodes
(cylinders) give the structure an enhanced out-of-plane buckling
and compressive strength,106,107 whereas the in-plane Young's
modulus decreases with L/r and increases with ligament
thickness ratio.98 While all of the aforementioned structures
include straight ligaments, Dirrenberger et al. (2011) proposed
a hexachiral structure with circular ligaments.108 This rotachiral
honeycomb can exhibit highly negative Poisson's ratios up to
�17, when loaded out-of-plane.108 Unfortunately, its in-plane
elastic moduli appear to be one order of magnitude lower
than those found in conventional hexachiral honeycombs.108

Although all of the above-mentioned experimental data have
been obtained using additively manufactured samples, chiral
systems may also be obtained by gluing the ligaments to the
nodes.104,109 Gatt et al. (2015) studied the effects of the gluing
material on the overall mechanical properties of an anti-
tetrachiral system.110 The Poisson's ratio of the system was
found to be unaffected by the amount and position of the glue,
while the Young's modulus showed an increase by increasing
the amount of glue applied on the connecting end of the liga-
ment.110 In systems with relatively “so” glue hinging is
observed, whereas systems with relatively “hard” glue deform
through the typical ligament-exure mechanism.110
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
3.1.2 Meta-chiral structures.Meta-chiral structures include
both chiral and anti-chiral basic properties. Within the struc-
ture there are nodes attached to the same side of the ligaments,
while others are attached to opposite sides of the ligaments.97

Grima et al. (2008) performed a study on a tetrameta-chiral
system with the nodes in the form of rectangles. These
systems are highly anisotropic and can therefore exhibit nega-
tive Poisson's ratios beyond the isotropic limit of �1.97 The
Poisson's ratio was shown to be dependent on the different
aspect ratios and the angles between the ligaments and nodes.97

3.2 Three-dimensional chiral lattices

Ha et al. (2016) analyzed several 3D lattice structures, made out
of cubes and numerous deformable ribs.100 The effective
Young's modulus and effective shear modulus were found to
depend on the number of unit cells per side, while nally
converging to a constant value.100 Increasing this number led to
a decrease in stiffness, whereas an opposite effect is achieved by
increasing the rib slenderness ratio.100 The Poisson's ratio could
be tuned to negative values (�0.1393) with a sufficient number
of cells. The model's anisotropy seems to depend on the parity
of the number of cells on each side, where an even distribution
leads to less anisotropy.100

The small strain properties of a cubic auxetic structure
composed of 3D antitetrachiral lattices were numerically
analyzed and experimentally veried by Huang et al. (2016).111

The model showed isotropy when being compressed in the z-
direction, whereas anisotropy was observed for compressive
loading in the x- and y-directions.111 A parametric study was
conducted to examine the relation between geometry and
mechanical properties of such structures. The Poisson's ratio
showed a nearly linear increase (became less negative) with rib
slenderness ratio, whereas a non-linear relation was observed
between this ratio and the normalized effective Young's
modulus.111

4. Rotating (semi-) rigid structures

An idealized rotating structure contains rigid squares con-
nected through simple hinges. When loaded, the squares will
rotate at the vertices, either expanding or contracting depend-
ing on the loading type.112 The concept has been widely imple-
mented using squares, rectangles, triangles, rhombi, and
parallelograms.

4.1 Squares and rectangles

Although it had been observed in inorganic crystalline mate-
rials, Grima et al. (2000) were the rst to explore the auxetic
potential of rotating rigid squares.112 They used the principle of
conservation of energy tomodel this behavior, showing that this
idealized system will always maintain its aspect ratio and
therefore exhibits constant Poisson's ratios of �1.112 If the
rotating units were assumed to be semi-rigid, the Poisson's
ratios would become dependent on the relative rigidity of these
units with respect to the rigidity of the hinges, as well as the
direction of loading.112
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 5111–5129 | 5119
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Fig. 10 Type I and Type II rotating rectangles. Type I showing rhombi
in their empty space and Type II showing parallelograms.114
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Replacing the squares by rigid rectangles resulted in a very
different behavior. These structures were found to exhibit both
positive and negative Poisson's ratios, depending on the angle
between the rectangles (q as depicted in Fig. 9).113 They may
exhibit NPRs beyond the isotropic limit, but only for a specic
range of q.113 Subsequently, the Poisson's ratios were found to
depend on the shape of the rectangles, which means the Pois-
son's ratios are strain-dependent and dependent on the direc-
tion of loading.113 The range of q showing NPRs may be
increased by decreasing the difference between a and b (Fig. 9),
although it will occur on the expense of the structure's aux-
eticity.113 The Young's modulus was also shown to vary,
increasing towards innity and subsequently decreasing
with q.113

The same group identied two distinct connectivity
schemes, which enable the formation of a tessellating structure
of rectangles.114 These structures are referred to as Type I and
Type II networks, in which Type I networks show rhombi-
shaped empty spaces and the Type II networks show parallelo-
grams (Fig. 10).114 The Type I structures have been studied
extensively (see the previous paragraph) and were shown to
exhibit anisotropic behavior. The Type II structures, however,
were shown to exhibit very different mechanical properties.
They were found to mimic the behavior of the rotating rigid
squares structure with an isotropic Poisson's ratio of �1.114

Adding to the earlier presented rigid systems, Grima et al.
(2011) predicted the behavior of systems comprising different-
sized squares and rectangles.115 The model allows the ne-
tuning of mechanical properties through careful selection of
the geometric parameters a, b, c, d and q (in which c and d refer
to the height and width of the added geometry). The model
showed that these kind of systems exhibit auxeticity in both
Fig. 9 Deformation of a rotating rigid rectangles structure. (1) In rest.
(2) Tensile loading in x-direction.140

5120 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 5111–5129
planer directions.115 The auxeticity may be increased, if the
sides of the rectangles satisfy ad3 + cb3 < bd(ab + cd) for loading
in the X1-direction and ad3 + cb3 > bd(ab + cd) for loading in the
X2-direction.115 A Type II structure made of different-sized
rectangles (a � b, c � d) exhibited an on-axis Poisson's ratio
of �1, but was shown to be anisotropic. A different-sized square
structure did show analogous mechanical properties to that of
the “parent” case, i.e. two-dimensional isotropy with a Poisson's
ratio of �1.115

The auxetic effect is oen overestimated, since most models
tend to idealize the situation and thereby fail to predict the
dependence of the Poisson's ratios on the direction of loading.
Grima et al. (2007) simulated the behavior of zeolite crystals
under axial and shear loading and proposed a new semi-rigid
square model, which allows the squares to deform and
become rectangles.116 The introduction of an extra degree of
freedom was found to provide a better representation of the
Poisson's ratio in rotating squares nanostructures, but further
improvement remains necessary since the auxeticity is still
being overestimated.116

Grima et al. (2010) simulated the response of three planar
systems, each involving a different arrangement of rhomboidal
perforations, in both tension and compression.69 The perfora-
tions were arranged in such a way to create rotating rigid unit
mechanisms. Resembling either square or rectangular rotating
units, all of the systems were found to exhibit a wide range of
Poisson's ratios.69 The data also suggested that as the material
in between the perforations increases(s), the conformations
lose their resemblance and become less auxetic. In contrast, the
system will become more auxetic once the length of these
perforations is increased.69 The system's isotropy was found to
be controlled by the degree of rotational symmetry of the cut-
pattern.117 Straight line slits have also been proven successful in
emulating these rotating rigid structures.65 Slann et al. (2015)
numerically modeled and experimentally conrmed the auxetic
behavior of planar cellular structures with rectangular (1) and
rhomboidal (2) perforations (Fig. 11).118 The samples were
manufactured by Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM), a process
which involves the deposition of a thread of molten polymer
lament onto a substrate using a movable head.74,75 They were
mechanically tested and the numerical model was used to
perform a parametric study. Geometry 1 exhibited a higher
degree of auxeticity and resistance to strain, whereas geometry 2
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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Fig. 11 Cellular plates with (1) rectangular perforations and (2)
rhomboidal perforations.118

Fig. 12 Rotating rigid rhombi systems, Type a and Type b.124
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showed higher in-plane stiffness (both uniaxial and shear).118

This can partially be explained by the generation of thin, high
aspect ratio intercellular regions in geometry 1, which reduce
the stiffness but consequently increase the auxeticity.118 Rho-
moboidal perforations have since been successfully applied in
the fabrication of esophageal stents using laser cutting and die
casting techniques.78

The abovementioned 2D concepts were translated to 3D by
Attard et al. (2012), to model the auxetic behavior of a cuboidal
shaped network.119 Through analytical modeling it was shown
that the system might simultaneously exhibit auxetic behavior
in all three directions. The presented model forms a basis for
other three-dimensional systems involving the relative rotation
of their units.119

Gatt et al. (2014) proposed a new class of hierarchical
auxetics based on the rotating rigid units mechanism.120

Systems with hierarchy levels 0 and 1 were simulated with
varying stiffness constants of the hinges between level 0 (kq) and
level 1 (kf) squares. In the case of stiff q-hinges and so f-
hinges, the system primarily deformed through rotation of the
level 1 squares.120 The location of these “effective” hinges
strongly inuenced the system's mechanical properties, making
them either behave as Type I rotating rectangles or as Type I
b rotating parallelograms.120 Similar behavior was observed in
systems with both hinge-types being so. The level 0 deforma-
tions could not occur independently from the level 1 deforma-
tions, which resulted in a very rigid and stiff construct when kf >
kq.120 The results verify the promising nature of these systems,
which may be engineered to exhibit a variable pore size and/or
shape.120

4.2 Triangles

Although the rotating rigid triangles system has been proposed
to exhibit negative Poisson's ratios,52 Grima et al. (2006) were
the rst to derive a full description of its mechanical proper-
ties.121 A system of hinged equilateral rigid triangles was found
to be isotropic with a constant Poisson's ratio of �1 irrespective
of triangle size, q, and the direction of loading.121 Tessellates
made from isosceles triangles were found to exhibit both posi-
tive and negative Poisson's ratio, depending on the shape of the
triangles and the angle (q) between them.122 The onset of NPR
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
values could be advanced by decreasing q, thereby increasing
the range of aspect ratios for which auxeticity can be
observed.122

In addition, Grima et al. (2010) modeled the behavior of
rectangular sheets with star- or triangular-shaped perforations
in both compression and in tension.122With s approaching zero,
these systems reduce to a rotating (equilateral or isosceles)
triangles structure. The loss of auxeticity was observed in both
tension and compression as s increases,122 which may enhance
the stiffness of the hinge and therefore hinders the rotating
triangles mechanism. Larger positive and negative Poisson's
ratios were found for the systems mimicking the rotating isos-
celes triangles.122
4.3 Rhombi

The rhombi can be arranged in two different ways to give rise to
Type a and Type b rotating rigid rhombi systems (Fig. 12). In the
Type a system, the obtuse angle of one rhombus is connected to
the acute angle of its neighbor, whereas the rhombi in a Type
b system are connected through the same angle (acute–acute,
obtuse–obtuse).123 The mathematical models of Attard et al.
(2008) show that both systems can exhibit auxetic behavior.123

The Type a system was found to be highly anisotropic, with the
Poisson's ratio being dependent on f, q, and the direction of
loading (Fig. 12).123 Just like the Type I rotating rectangles
structure, this system exhibited both positive and negative
Poisson's ratios depending on q. Giant Poisson's ratios may be
observed in the transition region, showing a symmetrical
distribution of n12 and n21 around q ¼ p/2.124 In contrast, the
Type b system showed in-plane isotropy with a Poisson's ratio of
�1 irrespective of strain (or angles f and q) and the direction of
loading.123 The Type b system was not found to be space lling
in the fully closed conformation, unlike the Type a system.124
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 5111–5129 | 5121
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In the special case where f ¼ 90�, the Type a system also
reduces to the isotropic rotating squares system with a Pois-
son's ratio of �1 (except for f ¼ q ¼ 90�).123 The opposite
behavior may be observed when q ¼ 90� and the empty spaces
become squares. In this case, the system exhibits an isotropic
Poisson's ratio of +1 (except for f ¼ q ¼ 90�).123

4.4 Parallelograms

The aforementioned connectivity schemes of the rotating rect-
angles and rotating rhombi have been combined to describe the
way in which rigid parallelograms can be connected. This
resulted in Type I a, Type I b, Type II a and Type II b systems
(Fig. 13).125 Mathematical expressions were derived for each of
the mechanical properties of the system. The Type II b paral-
lelograms showed in-plane isotropy with a constant Poisson's
ratio of�1, similar to the Type b rhombi.125 This is very different
from what is observed in the Type I a, Type I b and Type II
a systems. The on-axis Poisson's ratios of these systems were
found to be highly dependent on f, q (Fig. 13), and the direction
of loading.124,125 The Poisson's ratio of Type I systems was also
found to depend on the aspect ratio a/b.125 They all exhibited
a wide variation of Poisson's ratios depending on q, with
a maximum of four transitions while stretching from a fully
closed to a fully open conguration. The Type I a and Type II
a always showed auxetic behavior in the fully closed confor-
mation, whereas the initial behavior of the Type I b system
appeared to be highly dependent on the relative magnitude of
the aspect ratio and f.124,125
Fig. 13 Rotating rigid parallelograms systems, Type I a, Type I b, Type II
a and Type II b.124

5122 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 5111–5129
Just like the rhombi, something special happens when f ¼
90�. The Type I systems become equivalent to Type I rectangles
and may reduce even further to the isotropic rotating squares
system when a ¼ b.125

The Type II a system was found to behave muchmore similar
to the Type I rotating rectangles system, despite its structural
resemblance with Type II rotating rectangles at f ¼ p/2.124 Only
in the special case of q s f ¼ p/2, the Poisson's ratio of this
system reduces to �1 as expected from the Type II rotating
rectangles system. The same holds for the Type a rotating
rhombi, since the mathematical model for these two structures
is similar in terms of the Poisson's ratio and only differs by
a multiplication factor in terms of their moduli.124

The perforated systems modeled by Mizzi et al. (2015) were
found to behave similarly to the Type I a and the Type a rotating
rhombi system upon increasing the tilt of the straight line
slits.65

5. Discussion and conclusions
5.1 Topology–property relationship in auxetic structures

The most important geometrical features identied in the
literature to inuence the mechanical behavior of the three
main classes of auxetic metamaterials have been highlighted in
the following paragraphs of the current section.

The re-entrant structures mainly deform through hinging of
the cell ribs. This may be enhanced by a reduction in diagonal
rib thickness (or all ribs), an increase in re-entrant angle q, and
an increase in cell rib length ratio h/l (up to a certain optimum
value).55,58,59 The thickness of the ribs directly affects the rigidity
of structure, and, thus, its overall stiffness. The Young's
modulus was therefore found to decrease as the cell rib thick-
ness decreased and the re-entrant angle increased.55,57 The non-
linear shear modulus was found to increase with re-entrant
angle and decreasing rib slenderness ratio w/l and h/l.54,63 The
anisotropic nature of most re-entrant structures allows the
Poisson's ratio to have an arbitrarily large negative value while
not violating the thermodynamic requirements.35 Although
little data is available on non-hexagonal re-entrant structures,
the above-mentioned geometrical features are expected to have
similar effects on the mechanical properties of those type of
structures. The same parameters have been shown to dictate the
mechanical response of three-dimensional re-entrant struc-
tures. For example, the NPRs were found to increase with
increasing re-entrant angle. In contrast to 2D re-entrant struc-
tures, the same trend was also observed for the Young's
moduli.73,80,81 This observation has been made in multiple
studies and suggests that three-dimensional re-entrant struc-
tures can simultaneously exhibit an NPR and high stiffness. As
for the so re-entrant structures, the buckling-induced auxetic
response has been shown to depend on the void fraction, void
shape and void arrangement.68,70,71,83 The latter shows that even
though the material in-between the perforations is increased,
auxeticity can be enhanced when pursuing another buckling
pattern.71 Even though instability-based so auxetics exhibit
interesting behaviors, their NPR is generally limited to
compression.68,83
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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The Poisson's ratio of chiral systems has been shown to
depend on several geometrical features, but can be considered
independent of strain.99,100 Their deformation is guided by the
rotation of the nodes and the subsequent exion of the liga-
ments. A reduction in the cell rib thickness and an increase in r/
R can enhance ligament exion, and, thus, the auxetic
effect.98,103,104 The stiffness of these structures has been found to
increase with the number of ligaments, their length to thickness
ratio and the quantity of glue used at the connecting end of the
ligament in conventionally obtained structures, which in turn
makes node rotation and ligament exion more diffi-
cult.98,103,104,110 The Poisson's ratio was found to be independent
of L/r in the anti-tetrachiral and hexachiral structures, whereas
a decrease in NPR was observed for the anti-trichiral structure.98

The same trends could be observed in three-dimensional chiral
auxetic metamaterials,100,111 but more research is needed to
explore the auxetic potential of these three-dimensional struc-
tures, as well as the contradictory information regarding
the stiffness of chiral structures vs. their anti-chiral
counterparts.98,101

A very distinct relation has been observed between the
Poisson's ratio and the geometrical variables of rotating rigid
structures. These structures deform through rotation of the
rigid units, thereby changing the angles between them.112 This
directly relates to the rigidity of the joints, which has been
shown to negatively inuence the auxetic effect.65,122 The
rotating rigid squares, Type II rectangles, equilateral triangles,
Type b rhombi and Type II b parallelograms show in-plane
isotropy with Poisson's ratios close to �1, whereas the Pois-
son's ratio of other systems is highly dependent on f, q, the
direction of loading, and sometimes even the aspect ratio of its
units.112,114,121,123–125 All the anisotropic rotating systems can be
reduced to one of the abovementioned isotropic systems by
carefully selecting the aspect ratio, f, and q. These insights
suggest that no matter what initial unit geometry you pick, the
mechanical properties can be steered by the aspect ratio, f, and
q.

It has been shown that the parametrical changes that
improve the stiffness of the structure oen reduce its auxeticity.
The number of ligaments in chiral structures and the re-entrant
angle in three-dimensional re-entrant structures are an excep-
tion to this rule. The lack of information regarding the rotating
rigid structures does not allow conclusions to be drawn on this
matter. The abovementioned topology–property relationships
may provide guidance when designing auxetic mechanical
metamaterials.
5.2 Design recommendations

When designing an auxetic metamaterial, several aspects may
play a role in deciding which type of structure to proceed with. It
is oen desirable to design a structure that can simultaneously
exhibit a high NPR and high stiffness. Since the above-
mentioned parametrical changes show that almost any kind
of geometry can be tuned to exhibit certain mechanical prop-
erties, the geometries have been compared based on their
normalized stiffness. This limits the effects of the solid material
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
properties and therefore enables a proper geometrical
evaluation.

Fig. 14A visualizes the highest reported negative in-plane
Poisson's ratio vs. normalized Young's modulus for two-
dimensional auxetic structures, using the data presented in
the reviewed literature. This graph suggests that re-entrant
structures outperform the chiral and rotating rigid structures
in terms of Poisson's ratio and corresponding stiffness. The
relatively low stiffness of chiral structures may be explained by
the extra degree of freedom introduced by the rotation of the
cylinders. In contrast, rotating rigid structures seem to offer
a relatively high Young's modulus. This may be explained by the
amount of bulk material incorporated, which in turn decreases
the NPR. In light of these arguments, the re-entrant structures
seem to offer the perfect balance between structural rigidity and
NPR. This does, however, come with a signicant degree of
anisotropy, which may not be desirable in certain applications.

Fig. 14B visualizes this relation for three-dimensional
auxetic structures. Again, the objective seems to be achieved
by the re-entrant structures. Although auxetic foams actually
belong to the re-entrant structures, they have been highlighted
separately. Their ultimate micro-architecture cannot be closely
predicted or controlled, which makes their use in meta-
materials less likely.

The idealized re-entrant structures were therefore more
closely studied in Fig. 14C. This graph shows that the re-entrant
hexagonal unit cells cover a wide range of Poisson's ratios at
relatively high stiffness. Some of the so materials studied by
the Bertoldi group show the highest normalized stiffness, but
only exhibit small values of NPR in compression. The other re-
entrant geometries do not show any extraordinary values
compared to the re-entrant hexagonal structures. Based on this
graph one may state that the easiest and cheapest way of
attaining a stiffNPR structure is to adjust the parameters of a re-
entrant hexagonal unit cell.

The other structures may need to be chosen in light of other
mechanical, physical, or nancial requirements. As far as chiral
structures are concerned, the anti-tetrachiral structure has the
biggest potential of exhibiting highly negative Poisson's ratio
due to its anisotropic nature. The trichiral structures can be
considered the least auxetic, whereas in-plane mechanical
isotropy can be achieved with hexachiral unit cells. The rotating
rigid unit structures can be easily manufactured with the help of
perforations. They may therefore offer a cheap solution to those
in need of an (isotropic) NPR structure. Microporous polymers
can be applied as a material, rather than a structure, which
means they can be used in any geometrical conguration. An
increased understanding of the microporous polymer process-
ing route will enable the production of auxetic polymers with
specically tailored properties. Their use has already been
suggested in coronary angioplasty, in which an expanded PTFE
rod can be used to open up the artery.126
5.3 Challenges and limitations

Fig. 14A and B clearly show that most research has been done
on the re-entrant structures, especially the re-entrant hexagonal
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 5111–5129 | 5123
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Fig. 14 (A) In-plane Poisson's ratio vs. normalized Young's modulus
for two-dimensional auxetic metamaterials. Data has been retrieved
from ref. 56, 57, 59, 60, 70, 71, 98, 102, 103, 105, 108, 118, 141 and 142.
(B) In-plane Poisson's ratio vs. normalized Young's modulus for three-
dimensional auxetic metamaterials. Data has been retrieved from ref.
37, 43, 50, 73, 76, 81, 100 and 111. (C) In-plane Poisson's ratio vs.
normalized Young's modulus in re-entrant structures. Data has been
retrieved from ref. 56, 57, 59, 60, 70, 71, 73, 76, 81, 141 and 142.
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honeycombs. Although chiral and rotating rigid structures have
been modeled extensively, experimental data have not yet been
widely reported. Most of the reported data are based on the
parametric studies done using analytical derivations or Finite
Element Modeling (FEM), since little effort has been put into
the actual fabrication of the proposed geometries (Fig. 14A and
B). Due to some simplifying assumptions, FE models are not
guaranteed to present accurate estimation of the mechanical
properties of auxetics. It is therefore not clear whether the
extremely high NPRs found for re-entrant structures can be
observed in actual experiments. Some of the AM techniques
currently used to fabricate these complex auxetic geometries
have been known to introduce anisotropy; see e.g.127 Moreover,
the effects of the parameters of the AM process on the resulting
mechanical properties are oen not taken into account.

The rotating rigid structures are by far the least studied,
especially in three dimensions. Besides lack of experimental
data, there is no direct information available regarding the
topology–stiffness relationship in this type of auxetics. Since
rotating rigid structures have been shown to exhibit uctuating
Poison's ratios, it is even more challenging to predict the stiff-
ness of the system. It is therefore not possible to perform a well-
founded comparison between the three basic types of auxetic
structures.

Another point is that most studies concentrate on small
strain deformations. Some large deection models have been
proposed, but experimental data is scarce. Potential applica-
tions oen require a material that exhibits the auxetic effect
over the full range of strain. Development of structures proven
to be auxetic beyond the small deformation range both in
tension and compression is one of the important challenges in
design of auxetics.

This review has primarily been focusing on the relationship
between geometrical features and the Young's modulus and
Poisson's ratio of auxetic structures. Other mechanical proper-
ties could also play important roles in determining whether one
of the presented types of auxetic structures is used for devel-
opment of materials with advanced functionalities.
5.4 Other types of auxetic structures

The most common types of auxetic mechanical metamaterials
were reviewed before. Three basic structures were identied to
distinguish between the deformation mechanisms observed in
the different geometries of auxetic structures. There are,
however, other types of structures of recent interest for devel-
opment of auxetic metamaterials that were not reviewed here.
One of the most important types of such structures are those
based on the origami concept (the ancient Japanese art of paper
folding). Origami structures naturally qualify as mechanical
metamaterials as systems whose mechanical behavior is largely
driven by the crease patterns, folding sequences, and other
parameters describing the geometry of a typical origami struc-
ture. In addition, the mechanical behavior of folded sheets
could be entirely different from those of the paper from which
they are made. Indeed, some of the mechanical properties of
certain origami structures may be entirely independent from
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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those of the paper and entirely dependent on the geometry of
the origami structure.128 Perhaps the most widely studied
origami structures are the Miura-ori congurations. The
mechanical behavior of the original Miura-ori origami cong-
urations and some of their variations are studied in multiple
recent studies. For example, the Poisson's ratio of Miura-ori
origami structures are shown to take negative or positive
values depending on their design parameters.129 Miura-ori
origami structures with negative Poisson' ratio are just some
of the examples of auxetic materials130 that could be created
using the origami concepts.

The mechanical properties of other origami structures have
also been studied including zigzag-base folded sheets that
combine origami and kirigami concepts,131 three-dimensional
origami congurations based on the Tachi–Miura polyhedron
(TMP),132 and origami structures based on non-periodic Ron
Resch folding.129 Some of these systems are based on the same
type of structures as discussed above. For example, the cong-
urations based on the Tachi–Miura polyhedron132 could be
considered some type of re-entrant structures. Techniques such
as origami could therefore be simply considered manufacturing
techniques in certain cases and not necessarily new types of
auxetic structures.
5.5 Potential applications and future research

Auxetic materials have thus far been applied in many novel
applications including so robotics,133 biomedicine,32 so
electronics,134 and acoustics.135 With the ongoing development
of AM techniques even more complex NPR structures may soon
be fabricated. Initially, designs were adjusted to accommodate
the production process.59 Nowadays the roles have been
reversed and the design constraints seem to vanish.79 These
changes facilitate the production of more advanced NPR
materials with tailored properties.

Auxetic materials are currently used to achieve improved
shock-absorbance, synclastic curvature, and improved shear
performance. These properties are especially useful in the auto-
motive, defense, sports, and aerospace industries.30,46,136,137

However, their potential in the (bio)medical eld remains rela-
tively unknown. Several years ago, “smart bandages” were intro-
duced as a novel way of facilitating and monitoring the wound-
healing process. A swelling may induce ber stretching, which
not only increases the breathability of the bandage, but may also
open up pores for the release of active pharmaceutical ingredi-
ents (APIs). The same concept could be applied to the design of
smart stents,78 for the release of APIs during the “blow-up” phase.
Gatt et al. (2015) emphasize the potential of hierarchical rotating
rigid structures, which could be engineered to exhibit a variable
pore size/shape upon loading.120 This behavior is of course not
limited to stents and bandages, but could very well be applied in
scaffolds and prostheses too. Even the agricultural industry could
benet from the controlled delivery of substances such as fertil-
izers. Since rotating rigid structures lend themselves to this kind
of applications, the importance of more real-time (3D) experi-
mental data on themechanical behavior of rotating rigid auxetics
is once more highlighted.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
Although the auxetic effect is not limited to porous micro-
structures, it does offer great opportunities for the orthopedic
industry where additively manufactured porous structures138,139

are oen used. Their resemblance to cancellous bone17 enables
their use as bone-substituting materials. When applied in
prosthetic limbs or joints, they may counteract the variations in
bone volume, and hence prevent loosening. Subsequently, their
synclastic curvature will allow the prosthesis to conform to the
shape of the bone cavity. This may potentially improve the
survival rate of prostheses and hence postpone the need for
revision surgery.

In conclusion, lots of research has been done on re-entrant
structure and to a lesser extent on chiral and rotating rigid
structures. More actual experimental data also in the large
range of deformations will be needed to fully compare the
mechanical potential of each of the basic structures. In addition
to the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, other properties
should be included to create an overall impression of the
geometrical features affecting the mechanical performance of
auxetics. Combining these basic structures may be another way
of creating tailored auxetic mechanical metamaterials, which
has not been explored yet.
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